Four world beaters in Yogeshwar’s path

Yogeshwar’s back is ELBRUS, but his front is BRITISH WOOL.

Dejected after losing the world title for the first time in his career nearly two years ago, Yogeshwar is back with a bang. The world champion and Olympic silver medallist was crowned Indian national champion for the second consecutive year at the 65 kg category (60kg and 66kg) into the world championships (60kg and 66kg) into the world championships. The 2012 Olympics silver medallist, Yogeshwar began his campaign at the first place in the money and got 12 points in the rankings, which he carried forward to the denouement.

In the elimination round, Yogeshwar showed his skills to the world. He defeated all his opponents with minimum effort and went through the double match. In the quarterfinal, he faced the tough Indian fighter Harvinder Singh. The match was highly competitive, but Yogeshwar emerged victorious with a 5-1 score. In the semifinal, he faced his arch-rival and the defending champion of the world, Ganzorig, from Mongolia. The match was intense, but Yogeshwar proved to be the superior force and won the match with a 5-3 score.

The final round was against the defending champion of the world, Khasanov from Russia. The match was a highly competitive one, with both fighters showing their best skills. However, Yogeshwar emerged victorious with a 3-2 score, thus clinching the gold medal at the world championships.

The victory was a testament to Yogeshwar’s hard work and dedication. He proved that he is the best in the world and that nothing can stop him from achieving his goals. With this victory, he reaffirmed his place in the national team and is now looking forward to the next big challenge – the Olympics.

Yogeshwar’s path was not easy. He faced numerous challenges and setbacks, but he never gave up. He worked hard and dedicated his time to training, which ultimately paid off. His victory is a source of inspiration for all aspiring athletes, reminding them that with hard work and dedication, anything is possible.

The world of wrestling is a tough and competitive one, but Yogeshwar has proven that he is one of the best. With his victory at the world championships, he has set a new benchmark and is now looking forward to the next big challenge – the Olympics.